ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Motto: "First mover advantage doesn't go to the first company that launches, it goes to the first company that scales" (Reid Hoffman, co-founder of LinkedIn, ScaleIt,2016) .
Start-up is just a beginning phase of a company life cycle. If it survives the first 2 to 3 years and the internal and external conditions are favourable it should progress in the growth phase. This phase referred to as scaling up as well, means developing a powerful sales and marketing, building an organization by hiring and managing diverse groups of people, and knowing how to acquire strategic inputs such as the right kinds of capital and suppliers. In comparison to the USA too few European start-ups survive beyond the critical phase of 2 to 3 years and even fewer grow into larger firms or even high-growth companies.
D. Isenberg (2012) points out: "Extraordinary value creation cannot occur without growth, and entrepreneurial growth post start-up has numerous challenges which can be an order of magnitude more difficult than simply starting a venture". He suggests to re-focus the support-policy in two ways: (1) entrepreneurship is possible not only via start-ups but also through "re-starts" -by acquiring, re-purposing, spinning off, or recombining underutilized or undervalued assets; (2) stop treating venture survival as an indicator of policy success and start looking at those that grow; (3) instead of prolonged support of plethora of low-value start-ups, accelerate their extinction and recycling in order to enrich the local labour pool -an essential aspect of an effective ecosystem (Isenberg, 2012) . B. Feld in his response to this Isenberg´s paper considers the start-up and scale-up phases linked together and suggests instead of refocusing extending the focus of entrepreneurship policy to scale-ups as well (Feld, 2013) . methodology describing the steps of building a successful, scalable start-up and offering best practices for it. G. Moore (2014) pointed out a crucial scaling up aspect -"the growth chasm" -the gap in the technology adoption cycle between the early adopters and early majority as shown on the Moore, 2014) According to Moore peer-to-peer references are decisive motivation for technology purchase decisions. However, the early majority represented by customers buying only products that have clearly proven benefits does not consider the early adopters (tech-savvy visionaries) to be credible references for them. The two groups are guided by different purchasing criteria and therefore the sales of new products that are successful with early adopters often drop when start-ups try to sell them to the early majority. Moore´s recommendation on "crossing the chasm" is to target a single segment within the early majority -the beachhead; to engineer a whole product solution with clear benefits for this segment; and to overwhelm the segment with an integrated, intensive marketing campaign. This beachhead company will serve as convincing reference to capture the early majority market segments.
V. Harnish (2014) focuses on the four major decision areas in the company scaling up process: People, Strategy, Execution, and Cash. He also suggests a series of new one-page tools which more than 40,000 firms around the globe have used to scale their companies successfully. Sutton and Rao (2014) identify the key scaling challenges faced by each organization and suggest trade-offs between individualized approaches tailored to local needs or approaches already established in organization. M. Marmer et al (2017) analyse the factors of premature scaling -the main reason of start-up and scale-up failures and offer steps to avoid it. Still earlier D. Isenberg (2012) emphasized the need to build up not only start-up ecosystems but both start-up and scale-up ecosystems. Several current policy documents of the European Commission to be analysed in Section 3, e.g. European Commission (2016) and the Start-up Europe Programme deal with the scale up issues as important aspect of success and growth of European start-ups.
The start-up and scale-up are the key terms used in the discussions and documents on the issues of rapid growth of start-ups. Innovative and often technologically orientated company with a highgrowth potential in the seed phase of its development cycle (starting implementation of business idea, securing financing, launching operations and sale) is referred as a start-up. In line with S. Blank´s definition the distinguishing characteristic of a start-up is the search of its business model, which should be scalable and geographically orientated at a broad scope of customers (not local customers only). The start-up phase is closed after a company had found its business model and started generating regular return or if it finished by an exit event (IPO, acquisition or fusion (D-G for Internal Market, Industry, Entrepreneurship and SMEs, 2016) .
M. Andreesen defines scale-up as a company that has identified its product/market fit and has reached notable proofs of market traction 1 represented by appropriate sector metrics, e.g. by recurring monthly revenue over €50/100k for SAAS B2B companies or by number of monthly unique visitors over 500k/1M for B2C online companies. A. Onetti defines scale-up as a development-stage business, specific to high-technology markets, that is looking to grow in terms of market access, revenues, and number of employees, adding value by identifying and realizing winwin opportunities for collaboration with established companies. As with any capital-intensive company, the financing goal for a scale-up is to reward its investors, either by being acquired via an M&A or via an IPO (Onetti, 2014) . Therefore in the further considerations a scale-up is understood as a growth-oriented company that has already tested a scalable business model, gained market position and seeks investment to finance expansion. The main characteristic of a scale-up company is its focus on rapid growth in terms of turnover, on innovation development and on seeking further expansion to foreign markets (D-G for Internal Market, Industry, Entrepreneurship and SMEs, 2016) . So a successful scale-up company should develop into a high-growth enterprise 2 or a gazelle 3 . The share of high-growth enterprises may range between 2% and 6% for most countries, with higher shares (between 5% and 15%) when measured on a turnover basis. In a majority of countries, less than 2% of firms with ten or more employees are gazelles OECD, (2015, p.70).
METHODOLOGY
The formulation and analysis of external and internal factors for successful scaling up and related support policies in the EU and Slovakia based on the secondary data and relevant publications and internet resources. The results of this analysis lead to recommendations for the policy makers on improvement of scaling up conditions for the Slovak start-ups.
EXTERNAL SCALE-UP FACTORS
The basic document for the analysis of external scale-up factors is the EU Entrepreneurship 2020 Action Plan (2010). It formulated comprehensive support of the EU start-ups in three action pillars: (1) Entrepreneurial education and training to support growth and business creation; (2) Creation of environment where entrepreneurs can flourish and grow; (3) Role models and reaching out to specific groups. The pillars 1 and 3 deal more with indirect scale-up factors, pillar 2 with direct scale-up factors.
Further step in specification of these factors was the Start-Up Manifesto of March 2013 formulated by nine of Europe´s most successful tech entrepreneurs. Its 22 actions in 5 areas as a whole should create favourable conditions for the future success of European businesses: 1) in the Education and skills area actions like Making teachers digitally competent and confident, Teaching children the principles, processes and the passion for entrepreneurship from a young age or Encouraging university students to start a business before they graduate; 2) in the Access to talent area actions like Turning Europe into the easiest place for highly-skilled talent to start a company and get a job by rolling out a pan-European Start-up Visa or Bringing the best brains back home; 3) in the Access to capital area actions like Increasing private and institutional investment in start-ups, Making it easier for high-growth companies to raise capital through public markets or Taxing share options as capital gains, not income; 4) in the Data policy, protection and privacy area actions like Revision of restrictive European data protection laws or Making government data public; and 5) in the Thought leadership area actions like Celebrating successful business builders, Appointing a Digital Champion by each member state or Establishing Digital European Forum.
Since then several EU members have already put in place or are considering initiatives to create a favourable environment for innovation and entrepreneurship, such as creation, extension and reinforcement of the European Fund for Strategic Investments (EFSI). The Single Market Strategy, the Digital Single Market, and the Capital Markets Union have also provided a framework for further improvement. In addition, a stronger focus of the existing European Structural and Investments Funds (ESIF) on innovation and SME support, includes venture capital support to 140,000 start-ups and scale-ups 4 . EFSI agreements already target 377,000 SMEs, including startups. In January 2014 under the EU Start-Up Europe initiative during the World Economic Forum was established the Start-Up Europe Partnership (SEP) as a pan-European start-up ecosystem led by the Mind The Bridge Foundation (MTB).
In spite of this too few European start-ups survive beyond the critical phase of 2 to 3 years, with even fewer growing into larger firms. The key findings of a public consultation under the Start-up Initiative carried out by the European Commission (EC) in 2016 confirmed the following negative factors: (1) start-ups looking to scale up still face too many regulatory and administrative barriers especially in a cross-border situation; (2) for both start-ups and scale-ups, too few opportunities exist to find and engage with potential partners in finance, business and local authorities; (3) accessing finance remains one of the biggest barriers to scaling up (D-G for Internal Market, Industry, Entrepreneurship and SMEs, 2016) .
In September 2016 at the Digital Assembly in Bratislava there was presented the most comprehensive document on the external scale-up factors -The Scale-Up Manifesto with 49 recommendations and a comprehensive to-do list assigning tasks to key stakeholders in the startup/scale-up ecosystem. The recommendations are divided into six thematic chapters, each built around a verb. Chapter 1 Complete the single market contains 9 actions, e.g. VAT simplification or SME test with scale up extension. In the Chapter 2 Mobilise capital there are 3 actions, e.g. Tax incentives for growth or Development of alternative markets on local stock exchanges. Chapter 3 Activate talent contains 4 actions, e.g. Coordinated cut in non-wage labour costs or Easier hiring of European workers as well as skilled non-Europeans. In the Chapter 4 Power innovation there are 5 actions, e.g. Use of "sandboxes" by regulators or Opening research and innovation funding to wider community. Chapter 5 Broaden education contains 4 actions, e.g. Broadening education of entrepreneurship and ICT skills. In the Chapter 6 Monitor, measure and evaluation there are 3 actions, e.g. Annual tracking and evaluation of the European start-up/scale-up scene or Annual meetings of the European Start-up Network with high-level patronage.
As a targeted elaboration of these recommendations the European Commission launched the StartUp and Scale-Up Initiative in November 2016 on measures how to tackle start-up/scale-up barriers in the member states. In the field of measures on creating new opportunities for start-ups and scaleups are important the following: a) reinforcing the Start-up Europe and coordination of EU work to connect clusters and ecosystems across Europe, as well as bring stronger coherence between the different EU initiatives at the level of responsible authorities; and b) further improvement of conditions for start-ups to access public procurement c) foster scaling up skills to improve the teaching and assessment of skills within the European Entrepreneurship Framework and Digital Competence Framework d) targeting breakthrough innovation projects with the potential for scaling up within the Horizon 2020 and IPR support schemes for SMEs; e) scaling support of social startups through better access to finance and to the markets. In the field of access to finance there will be created new, independently managed Pan European Venture Capital Fund of Funds with the EU cornerstone investments of up to €400 m (European Commission, 2016).
Summed up: the documents stated above confirm a comprehensive European approach to startup/scale-up support with meaningful existing and new measures that need ingenious implementation in member countries to become efficient external factors in scaling processes of the European start-ups.
INTERNAL SCALE-UP FACTORS
Management and board of a scale-up should be convinced that they can systematically accelerate company growth with confidence that the resources incurred will yield great and measurable results. It generally involves five aspects: (1) making sure that product can operate at scale, i.e. build the technical foundation for it; (2) marketing product at scale, i.e. efficient marketing campaign to sell also to the early majority, not to early adopters only and achieve a repeatable sales process; (3) designing product for scale, i.e. optimizing it for wide variety of use cases that were never anticipated with the first version of product; (4) building company team for scale, i.e. recruiting significant number of new employees, their training and retaining the competent employees that will drive company forward; (5) change the company culture due to the start of managing through others which may not be accepted or liked by some of original team members; (6) proper use of metrics ahead of scaling and during the scaling. The main risk of scaling is the premature timing. Marmer et al. (2017) in their research of 3,200 start-ups developed a systematic approach to evaluation of scale up readiness of companies. They evaluated each start-up by five interdependent core dimensions: Customer, Product, Team, Business Model and Financials. They emphasise that a start-up aiming to become a high-growth company can maximize its speed of progress by keeping these five core dimensions in balance. Consistent start-ups keep the customer dimension, the primary indicator of progress in a start-up, in tune with product, team, financials and business model. This means that each dimension progresses evenly compared to the others. Inconsistent startups have one or more of these dimensions far ahead or far behind the customer dimension. Premature scaling is the predominant form of inconsistency when one or more dimensions are ahead of the customer dimension. Marmer et al. (2017) state the following consequences of their scaling up research: a) 74% of startup failures were caused by premature growth, b) no start-up that scaled prematurely passed the 100,000 user mark; c) 93% of start-ups that scale prematurely never break the $100k revenue per month threshold; d) the team size of start-ups that scale prematurely is three times bigger than the consistent start-ups at the same stage e) start-ups need 2 to 3 times longer to validate their market than most founders expect. This underestimation creates the pressure to scale prematurely".
START-UP ECOSYSTEM IN SLOVAKIA
Slovak start-up ecosystem came into being bottom-up in 2009-2010 through initiative of informal start-up community and young entrepreneurs supported by mentoring by successful entrepreneurs (Zajko, 2015) . Since then several further players have joined in and the Slovak government passed a comprehensive set of measures improving conditions for start-ups in Slovakia (Slovak Government, 2015) . The current status of start-ups in Slovakia may be characterised as follows:
60% of the Slovak start-ups have incorporated in the years 2014-2016, however 20% of them have been active since 2011 and longer. 45% of start-ups generate revenue. The Slovak start-up ecosystem is maturing gradually. It will be briefly analysed using the Isenberg´s model of entrepreneurship ecosystem (Isenberg, 2011) and results of the recent start-up surveys (SAPIE, 2016 , KPMG, 2016 , and SAPIE, 2017 ). The Isenberg´s model defines tens of specific elements that are grouped for convenience into six ecosystem domains: Conducive culture, Enabling policies and leadership, Availability of appropriate Finance and quality Human capital, Venture-friendly markets for products, and a range of institutional and infrastructural Supports.
Conducive culture
In spite of growing entrepreneurial spirit among the young generation low tolerance of risk and failure are still relevant. Negative social image of entrepreneurs from the "wild" privatization period and corruption cases improves slowly. There are ambiguous attitudes of public to wealth creation. There is low support of creativity and experimentation in education system and business life. Low media engagement in success stories of entrepreneurs, scientists and innovators. Still, the start-up culture and number of start-ups gradually grow as well as the respect for Slovak high-growth companies that have gained an international reputation.
Enabling policies and leadership
One of the biggest external challenges remains taxation and legislative framework in spite of positive changes in the past 2 to 3 years, e.g. Concept paper on the start-up support and related legal and taxation measures (Slovak Government, 2015) . There operate established organisations for SME support, support of young entrepreneurs as well as institutional intermediaries for innovation support in Slovakia. Favourable regulatory support system for start-ups, including tax benefits was implemented in 2017. The ongoing support of the Slovak President Andrej Kiska for Slovak entrepreneurs in particular for young entrepreneurs has positive effect. Slovakia improved its ranking in the Doing business (rank 33 out of 190 in 2017 vs. rank 37 in 2014).
Availability of finance
One of the key internal challenges is availability of start-up financing from diverse resources.
Compared to the year 2014, when only 5% of start-ups raised external funding the start-up funding in 2016 improved: 36 % were funded by business angels and 25% by the VCs. However, majority of start-ups used their personal savings (71%) and funding by family and friends (21%). Banks provided capital to 4% of start-ups only and crowdfunding is a new favoured phenomenon (5%). The investors stated in the survey as a clear priority in their decision making the Team Quality, followed by Product Capabilities and Sales Potential. It is noteworthy that Return on Investment and Likelihood of Share Sale featured low down on the list of criteria. This insight gives founders a clear indication of the need to focus on creating a great business first, after which financial returns and potential investor funding are more likely to follow.
Availability of human capital
One of the key internal challenges for start-ups is shortage of skilled and experienced labour and one of the reasons is the brain drain. 83% of Slovak start-up founders are aged 20-39. There is an increasing number of female founders, though they remain underrepresented (30% of founders). Women are represented more as employees (41%). Start-ups are planning to hire new employees in the next 6 months: 47% of them want to hire 1 to 3 employees and 33% did so in the past 3 months. There are insufficient offers of entrepreneurship study programmes at universities (Zajko, 2013) and many SME´s do not have sufficient innovation capacities. 5 Venture-friendly markets Over 50% of start-ups develop a new product or service and the top three groups operate in the field of web services (26%), SaaS (26%) and mobile software services (23%). 78% of Slovak start-ups look to global markets. The majority of them want to, or already export to the US (43%) or EU countries (65%). Only 30% of them are looking at markets in Asia. 45% of them are planning to open a branch abroad.
Institutional and infrastructural supports
Business and university cooperation is still in its infancy in Slovakia. Just 3% of companies were created as a university spin-off. Some non-profit organisations make efforts in systematic development of entrepreneurial mind-set at the level of secondary schools, e.g. Junior Achievement, Young Entrepreneurs of Slovakia, Neulogy, etc. The number of incubators, accelerators and voluntary mentors with business/entrepreneurship experience has increased. However, about two thirds of corporate respondents of surveys are not engaged in the Slovak start-up ecosystem since it is not their internal business priority, especially the large companies (over 500 employees). Among, companies that are involved in the start-up ecosystem 79% consider start-up support beneficial for their growth, innovation and talent acquisition. Of these, 68% were involved with more than one start-up and 63% responded that their involvement had increased in the past 12 months. 75% of them provided mentoring services to start-up founders and 50% provided direct investments. Start-ups, investors and also corporates and start-up spaces participating in the survey rank the following top three factors of a start-up's success: 1) building a high-quality team, 2) accessing international markets and raising finance, 3) additional R&D, 4) access to mentoring, 5 and further) changes in taxation, changes in the Labour Code, and changes in patent code legislation.
CONCLUSIONS
The developing Slovak start-up ecosystem has improved conditions for start-ups, however, the conditions for their successful scaling up require its expansion for the scaling up stage. The survey results (KPMG, 2016) show an interesting relationship between the opinions of start-ups on their development stage and investment readiness of investors (Table 2) . Evaluation of relationships of start-ups in the Early revenue, Growing revenue and New market expansion stages and investors ready to invest in these development stages appears to be positive percentage-wise. However, there are discrepancies in the evaluation of these development stages, especially of the Growing revenue and the New market expansion stages by start-ups and investors. 87% of investors responded in the survey that Slovak start-ups did not have realistic scale up strategies in place (or in preparation), and 68% of corporates involved with start-ups and 88% of start-up spaces shared the same opinion. Given the importance and risk of scaling for the long term success of these businesses, this finding is a concern. It stresses the need of education, mentoring and further targeted support to start-ups considering scaling. Therefore the Slovak government and its policies should focus next to building start-up ecosystem on building the innovation ecosystem in systematic way. As for the scaling up phase it means: 1Need for the support programme for start-ups with high-growth prospects using the relevant external scale-up factors (section 3 of this paper); 2 Education and mentoring support for start-ups and scale-ups on internal factors of scaling up and its risks, e.g. by using the approach of Marmer et al, (2012) , recommendations from the Scale Up Manifesto (Scale Up Europe, 2016) and its adjustment to Slovakia (SAPIE, 2017); 3 Appropriate scale-up metrics (specific for individual sectors and also for the B2B and B2C companies) should be defined and adopted in order to do that efficiently (ScaleIt, 2016) . Summed up: the desired innovative products and services, increase of their exports, new well-paid jobs with added value, as well as revenues and tax income in the Slovak economy require elaboration the further Concept paper for the Slovak scale-ups fostered by a Scale-up programme for the Slovak start-ups selected for it based on the non-bureaucratic scale-up metrics .
